drm-111-tvc-role-play

1.

INT. HYPER-MODERN OFFICE BREAK ROOM - NIGHT
Various employees at tables, using vending machines, etc.
HAL enters, scans room as he moves toward a coffee
machine. A group grow noticeably quiet as he nears them.
He starts talking over his shoulder then turns to them
once his coffee is finished.
HAL
I know it isn’t me.
Members of the group shoot looks at each other. Hal
stares at one of the group - RYAN, young and earnest.
RYAN
Sorry, what, Hal?
HAL
I know you all haven’t gone to LYNX
status cause of me. Last I checked I
don’t have the power to fire anybody.
DIANA
No, it’s -- sorry. We were just playing a
dumb game.
HAL
What? Afraid I’d “narc you out?” There’s
no policy prohibiting non-confrontational
games from being played in the break
room. So long as the activity doesn’t -RYAN
Yeah, yeah -- none of us has gone over
our time bank allotment.
HAL
Great. (beat) So, um - what’s the game?
DIANA
Oh, you wouldn’t -DANIELLE
It’s not really a game so much as, I
don’t know -- (looking to others) -what, a -- imagination exercise.
HAL
I have a - a good imagination.
TATIANA
40 break points says I’m right.
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HAL
You’re right about what?
TATIANA
(looking at the others)
Anyone? Come on? D? Where’s your focus
structure now?
Fine.

DIANA

HAL
I don’t get it. What’s -DANIELLE
Have you seen the show “Star Trail?”
HAL
Of course! But, well…
Yeah?

DANIELLE

HAL
Well, come on -- no one uses the term
“show” anymore. It’s a “life vision.”
But, I mean -- I’m with you. If anything
they should call them “future life
visions.”
RYAN
(to Diana)
Oh, my god. You are so out 40.
DIANA
Okay, well you know all the characters,
right?
Yeah.

HAL

DIANA
They’re all pretty cool, right? Each in
their own way.
Sure, but --

HAL

TATIANA
Geez, D - why can’t you just ask him?
What?

DIANA
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TATIANA
You’re totally trying to flip his
permission dial.
DIANA
No. I’m just -RYAN
Who’d you be?
What?

HAL

RYAN
On the show. Who’d you be?
HAL
I don’t… it’s a life vision. Only life
models are used to -TATIANA
Oh, man I can smell those credits
already.
DANIELLE
Yes. You’re right. There’s no way you
would ever be allowed to be on that show.
“Life vision.”
DIANA
But if you could -HAL
It’s against creation policy -Oh, my god.

RYAN

DIANA
Yep, yep. We know. But, you know, just
for fun -- we’re just deciding who would
play what role. You’re obviously so good
with facts and -TATIANA
No! Shut your mouth!
A few heads from other tables turn.
TATIANA (CONT’D)
(quieter)
Limit your vocalizer. No fair.
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RYAN
Relax. You’ve totally got this.
DANIELLE
So which role would you be? (OFF HIS
LOOK) Assuming you had been born a life
model.
Against his instincts we see the wheels turning. Finally…
HAL
I mean it’s pretty obvious.
TATIANA
(sotto to Ryan)
Here it comes.
DIANA
You’d be the -Captain.

HAL

Score!

Fuck.

DIANA (CONT'D)
Analyst.
TATIANA
(sotto to Ryan)
DIANA
(under her breath)

DANIELLE
You’d be the Captain.
HAL
Well, according to the rules of your game
I don’t see how I could be anyone else.
DANIELLE
Of course you don’t.
HAL
So… did I win?
DANIELLE
Umm, win what?
HAL
Your game? If it’s a game then there must
be a winner.
RYAN
Spoken like a true Captain.
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